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The work have for an object to study of a deep structure of the region of Eastern Siberia, allocation of zones of
the most ancient magnetoactive horizons and search of exits of fluid and magmatic aktivization, on the periphery
of thermal structures within which the most part of ore gold deposits, copper and other polymetals concentrates.
Researches of not uniformity of the base in the field of the Siberian magnetic anomaly are executed on the basis
of interpretation of anomalies of the module of vertical and horizontal components of the magnetic field of Earth,
and also anomalies of gravity.
The zone of all-round permafrost settles down from the Arctic coast of Siberia to 60 – 62N. World anomaly of a
magnetic field of Earth of Eastern Siberia gets on a permafrost zone. It extends from North Siberian Lowland on
Taimyr to Lake Baikal. On the isoline of 60 000 nT it occupies the space from 75N to 50N and from 80 to 130 E.
For the purpose of studying of a deep structure and clarification of the nature of magnetization of anomalies of the
base cards of anomalies vertical and horizontal the magnetic field of Earth component were used. Density cuts are
received on anomalies of gravity. On deep sections the dense and magnetic horizon located in the range of depths
the 10-15th is visible. Detection of anomalies vertical components means that the specific magnetoactive layer
possesses thermoresidual magnetization which direction doesn’t coincide with the modern direction and testifies
to early time of its education. The most brightly thermoresidual anomalies are expressed on Plateau of Putoran
and the Anabar shield.
In the territory of Eastern Siberia near Lake Baikal sources of thermal waters are known. The great interest
represents search of thermal auras – talik – to the north of Lake Baikal in a zone of universal permafrost.
One of the most important factors of formation of thermal auras is carrying out of the fluid streams delivered from
deep-focal fluid systems. Visualization of deep cuts allowed to reveal location in crust of fluid systems and to
estimate depth of their bedding. In magnetic and density cuts of a way of migration of streams from fluid system
are reflected in a view of the low-magnetic bringing canals of the lowered density. As a result, of research such
auras are allocated within a permafrost zone in area of World magnetic anomaly in Eastern Siberia and on the
Taimyr Peninsula.
The analysis low-frequency components of an anomalous magnetic field within the Taimyr peninsula allows to
localize family the of geological sources which form anomalies in the depth interval of 9 500-14 500 m in an
interval of depths of 9 500-14 500 m that answers the level close to a roof of a granitometamorfic layer. The
geoblocks limiting structure of the Yenisei-Hatanga deflection from northern and southern flanks answer areas of
uplift of the Archaean and Proterozoic basis.


